
10 Instagram accounts to follow this week...
Lead 
If your Instagram news feed is not providing you with the sort of inspiration you need to see out the working week with the same gusto with which you entered it, we
recommend following these 10 accounts for a much-needed injection of motivation…

Frederic Dulay

A photo posted by www.frederikdulay.com (@frederik_dulay_photography) on
Sep 8, 2016 at 3:21pm PDT

We always look forward to seeing photographer Frederic Dulay’s wonderful variety of Instagram content, from stylish café racers to snarling historic racing cars.

Bamford Auto Department

A photo posted by @bamfordautodepartment on
Sep 18, 2016 at 2:13am PDT

As its name suggests, the Bamford Auto Department is the automotive division of George Bamford’s growing empire, and concerns his quirky collection of classic and
modern cars.

Unique & Limited
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A photo posted by Unique & Limited (@uniquelimited) on
Oct 2, 2016 at 8:15am PDT

The Czech-based digital studio Unique & Limited’s Instagram offers an insight into how its fabulous and immensely complicated fine art prints and produced.

Lapo Elkann

A photo posted by Lapo Elkann Official (@lapoindependent) on
Sep 26, 2016 at 6:04am PDT

Immaculately dressed and always driving something interesting, Lapo Elkann – the Italian entrepreneur and grandson of Gianni Agnelli – embodies the modern-day Jet Set
lifestyle.

Rod Emory

A photo posted by Rod @ Emory Motorsports (@rodemory) on
Sep 29, 2016 at 9:24pm PDT

Emory Motorsport’s Porsche 356 ‘Outlaws’ have garnered something of a cult following across the world. Founder Rod’s Instagram is a place where he can show you exactly
what makes his cars so sought after.
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Sportfahrer

A photo posted by Timo (@sportfahrer) on
Jul 12, 2016 at 6:34am PDT

If you’re a true BMW enthusiast, Sportfahrer is arguably the ultimate Instagram destination for you.

Le Monde Edmond

A photo posted by Le Monde Edmond (@le_monde_edmond) on
Oct 9, 2016 at 6:28am PDT

Are you partial to a vintage watch and a fine cigar? Prepare for an education in both, thanks to Le Monde Edmond’s fabulous Instagram feed.

Cremonini Carrozzeria
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A photo posted by Cremonini Carrozzeria (@cremoninicarrozzeria) on
Aug 1, 2016 at 5:34am PDT

Cremonini Carrozzeria is regarded as one of the finest restorers of classic car bodies in the world – its Instagram feed is a place to learn more about the restoration process
and, of course, ogle the finished product.

Autodromo

A photo posted by Autodromo (@autodromo) on
Aug 13, 2016 at 3:10pm PDT

Autodromo’s range of tasteful automotive-themed products, including watches, sunglasses and driving gloves, are inspired by the golden era of car design, and are bound to
make you want to pull the classic out of the garage and go for a drive.

Girardo & Co
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A photo posted by Girardo & Co. (@girardoandco) on
Oct 7, 2016 at 2:02pm PDT

After 10 years at RM Sotheby’s, Max Girardo has gone it alone and established an eponymous classic car business in South-West London. Here you can see what’s going on
behind the scenes at Girardo & Co.

... and don't forget Classic Driver

A photo posted by Classic Driver (@classicdriver) on
Oct 12, 2016 at 1:31pm PDT

Remember to follow Classic Driver on Instagram for our finest exclusive photography from the magazine. We’ve also begun to post our favourite images from our followers –
if you’ve got a photo you think we might like, simply use the hashtag #ClassicDriver and your image could be reposted to our 75,000-plus followers.

Gallery 
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